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The present study is intended to attempt differential operation for images in 
expectation of the opto-computing age to come by designing a digital filter for 
an analogue optical system. 

When an object is illuminated with a monochromatic light to make its image, 
in general, its imaging optical system is called the double diffraction optical system. 

Theories and experiments in the present study are all provided to be conducted 
with this double diffraction optical system and the light source with a coherent 
source such as laser light. 

Well, the imaging optical system is easily treated if considered from the 
standpoint of transmission theory, and it often shows effective functions for 
various problems. In a coherently illuminated imaging system, when we consider 
amplitude distribution of the wave front that passed through the object as the 
input and that at the image plane as the output in comparison of the time axis 
in the transmission system with the spatial axis of the optical system, the optical 
system can be regarded as a kind of linear transform system. Thus, a variety 
of mathematical operations get possible between the amplitude transmittance 
distribution of the object and that of the image when a spatial filter is inserted, 
to actively vary characteristics of this transform system, on the spectral plane 
of the optical system, namely on Fraunhofer diffraction plane at the back focal 
plane just behind the object. In the present study, we discuss the principle of 
optical differential operation, a method of fabricating the optical differential filter 
necessary for it, and performances of the filter. 

Introduction 

Conducted here is design of a binary differential filter by utilizing the principle 
advocated by Lohmann et al. I

-
3

). Now we fabricate a binary filter of an opaque 
plate that is divided into em, n) square elements, on each of which we make an 
appropriate rectangular aperture, and insert it on the diffraction plane of a 
double diffraction optical system. When illuminating this with arbitrary plane 
waves, distribution of amplitude components of light waves at the image plane 
depends on area of. the aperture, and distribution of its phase components on 
the relative shift from the center of each plane element to the center of each 
aperture. It is therefore possible to bring amplitude distribution of light waves 
at the image plane close to what is desired. Here we consider the structure of 
binary filter needed for amplitude distribution of light waves at the image plane 
corresponding just to the differential of amplitude transmittance distribution of 
the object. 
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Besides, this method applies to no more than the differential filter as an 
approximation, and is effective only when amplitude transmittance distribution 
of the object takes nothing but binary value of either 0 or 1. We also discuss 
on the degree of approximation to some extent. 

1 • Principle 
Figure 1 shows the imaging system used in the present study and its coordinate 

system. It is assumed that the optical system is totally free from aberration and 
that consideration is taken only on the imaging of paraxial rays. Accordingly, it is 
provided that isoplanatism has always held true. In the figure, (So) expresses an 
ideal source of coherent light, (P) the object plane, (Q) the spectral plane and 
(Sc) the image plane. Collimator, condenser and projection lenses are expressed as 
(L I ), (L 2), and (L3), respectively. We employ conversion coordinates 4

) of Eq. (1) 
to simplify correspondence of the object with its image, ease operation of Fourier 
conversion, and generalize treatment of the formula by making it dimensionless 
as mentioned later: 

So 

Figure 1 Double diffraction optical system and its coordinate system 

u = (k sin 5) U, 

w= W 

u' = (k sin 0') U, 

x = X/A, 

v = (k sin 5) V 

v' = (k sin 5') V' 

y= Y/A 

(1) 
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Here, k = 27l"/A, and A shows wavelength of the light source. Capital letters 
denote real ordinates and give actual length of geometry*). A denotes radius of 
projection lens, 0 angular aperture of the connection system of projection and 
condenser lenses, and 0' angular aperture of projection lens viewed from the 
image side. Denoted with (u, v) is a coordinate system in the object plane, and 
with (x, y) is that in the conjugate plane of the light source due to collimator 
and condenser lenses, namely in the Fraunhofer diffraction plane. Besides, (u', v') 

shows coordinate system in the image plane and w is the ordinate along the 
optical axis. 

Provided the imaging magnification is M, it is given with 

U' V' 
-=-=M 
U V 

(2) 

but use of the conversion coordinates, Eq. ( 1 ), is convenient because we can 
carry the dimensionless calculation as well as direct correspondence of the object 
and image at magnification of 1. 

Provided now that f (u, v) expresses distribution of the complex amplitude 
transmittance of the object structure, distribution of the complex amplitude of the 
diffraction pattern on its Fraunhofer diffraction plane (x, y) is given by a Fourier 
conversion of feu, v), that is, by o(x, y) =5'{f (u, v) }. Similarly, distribution of the 
complex amplitude of the diffraction pattern on the wave front at the image plane 
(u', v') is given by Fourier conversion of o(x, y), namely by j'(u',v')=5'{ o(x, y)}. 

Therefore, because the condenser lens has an aperture so large as it passes all 
the wave front through and no aberration as well, amplitude distribution of the 
wave front at the image plane becomes j'(u', v') oc feu, v) from Eqs. ( 1) and (2) 
after all. Here we leave to mention that an amplitude distribution of the object, 
same as geometrical optics**) (image of the object), at the image plane with 
Fourier conversions of the wave front twice, namely, the Fraunhofer diffraction. 
When imaging is conducted like this by two successive Fourier conversions, namely 
double diffraction, we call this imaging system as the double diffraction system, 
which is employed hereafter throughout the present paper. 

2. Design of a Binary Filter 
Incidentally, a binary filter placed on the diffraction plane is divided into square 

elements having a side length of db as shown in Figure 2. 

*) From now on, conversion that requires no calculation of concrete values is to be conducted by means of this 
conversion coordinates. 

* *) Because directions of the coordinates (u, v) and Cu', v') have been taken opposite as shown in Figure 1, the image 
of f'Cu', v') has a shape that is inverted- to the object fCu, v) and agrees with imaging in geometrical optics. 
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OBJECT 

Figure 2 Object plane and Diffrection plane with a Filter 

Now regarding the (m, n) th element, we consider an aperture (called cell, 
hereafter) with breadth of bmn-db and height of db, and provide its trans-mittance 
as 1 whereas the remaining portion being O. Besides, we provide that the 
coordinates of the center of this element are (mdb, ndlJ and that the cell center 
shifts from the element center by pnm-db in the x direction. Here, bnm and pmn are 
parameters that depend on respective elements, IPmnl < 1/2 and ° ~ bnm < 1 in 
view of fabrication,· and the whole size of the filter is determined by the spread 
of the diffraction pattern. By taking characte-ristics of the binary filter into 
consideration, in addition to the above, the following assumptions are provided: 

i) Amplitude distribution of the image formed by light waves through the 
binary filter is confined within the square domain with side length of l'. 

ii) Amplitude distribution of the diffraction pattern obtained by inverse Fourier 
conversion of that of the desired image is confined within the square domain 
with side length of w. 

Now provided that the amplitude distribution of the desired image is denoted 
by g' (u', v'), that of the diffraction pattern obtained through its Fourier 
conversion becomes: 

O(X,y} = const.SS g'(u',v')exp{ -j(u'x+v'y)}du'dv' 

Here, the relationships: 

g'(u', v') = 0, lu'l > l'/2, Iv'l > l'/2 
O(x, y) = 0, Ixi > w/2, Iyl > w/2 

are provided to· have been satisfied from the assumption written above. 

(3) 

(4) 
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Incidentally, the continuous function o(x, y) is determined for every x and y if 
values of sampling points x = m/l', y = n/l' and o(m/l', n/l') are given. This is 
usually called the sampling theorem in the frequency domain, and Eq. ( 3) is 
expressed as follows 5) : 

o(x, y) = L L o(m/l', n/l')sinc(xl'-m) °sinc(yl'-n) (5) 
m n 

Here, the maximum spatial frequency contai:ned in the function 0 (x, y), namely 
the minimum divided value db, is given by: 

~=_1_ 
2 2l' 

(6) 

In other words, o(x, y) eventually proves to have been expressed perfectly as a 
set of oem/ l', n/ l') , complex parameters represented by the group of sampling 
points x = m/l', y = n/l'. Then, by knowing the amplitude distri-bution of the 
desired image g' (u', v') again from Fourier conversion of Eq. ( 5 ), 
and by expanding this into Fourier series, we obtain *) 

g'(u', v') = /2 SS o(x, y)exp{j(xu'+yu')}dxdy 

= l~2 orect(u'/l')rect(v'/l')L L o(mdb, ndb) 
m m 

(7) 

° exp {jdb (mu' + nv')} 

Incidentally, from the assumption of Eq. ( 4), 

g'(u', v') ~ L L o(mdb, ndb)exp{jd/mu'+nv')} (8) 
m n 

holds true, so it eventually gives: 

g'(u', v') ~ L Lamnljrpmnl2lroexp{jdb(mu'+nv')} 
m n 

(9) 

if we denote amn and <fJmn for the amplitude term and phase term, respectively, 
for o (mdb, ndb) of each term with m and n in Eq.( 8). 

On the other hand, the transmittance function Sb (x, y) of a binary filter 
composed of plane elements shown in Figure 3 is given by: 

S ( ) = ~ ~ t [x - (m + Pmn ) db] t [y - nd b ] 
b x, Y f...J f...J rec b d ree d 

m n mn b b 
(10) 

*) I o(m/l')sinc(L'x-m)' Io (n/l')sinc(l'y-n) 

m = (1/l,)2I o(m/l')f!~/2 exp{ - ju'(x-m/l')}du" I: oCn/l')f:;'/2 exp{ -jv'(y-n/l')}dv' 
m " 

= (1/l')2 ~ J~oo rect(u'/l')o(m/ l')ex"p{ ~ ju'(x-mdb)} du' 

. ~ J~oo rect(v'/l') 0 (n/l')exp (- jv'(y-ndb)} dv' 
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o x 
Figure 3 Binary filter composed of plane elements (m, n) 

This filter is inserted on the diffraction plane (Q) shown in Figure 1, and 
illuminated by arbitrary plane waves that was emitted from a light source at a 
point uo on the obiect plane (P) and passed through a lens (L 2 ). Under this 
condition, the amplitude distribution h'(u, u') of wave front produced on the im 
age plane (Sc), by passing light waves after the filter again through the lens 
(L3), is given by: 

h'(u', v') = II Sb(X, y)expj{(u'+uo)x+v'y}dxdy (11) 

According to Eq. (10) 

h'(u', v') = d 2sinc(v'db)L Ldmnsinc{bmndb(U'-UO)}' (12) 
m n 

·exp [jdb {(u'+uo) (m+ Pmn) +v'n} ] 

This formula may be regarded as the Fourier series expansion of the set (m, n) 
with respect to exp if the following approximations are satisfied: 

sinc{bmndb(u'+vO)} :::::; const. 

sinc(v'db) :::::; const. 

exp(ju'Pmndb) :::::; 1 

Acoordingly, Eq.(12) can be rewritten as: 
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By leaving the above expressions of approximation for later discussion, here we 
calculate conditions for the amplitude distribution on the image plane obtained 
through the binary filter, viz. h'(u', v') of Eq. (13), to agree with that desired 
beforehand, viz. g'(u', v') of Eq. ( 9). That is, Eq. (13) and (9) are necessary to 
be in the following relationship: 

h'(u', v') = canst. g'(u', v') (14) 

In the binary filter, two parameters, bmn and pmn, must be determined per single 
plane element. Therefore, respective Fourier terms of the both formulae are 
compared with respect to (m, n) as follows: 

(15) 

resulting in 

(16) 

By the way, when an optical system is set up so that plane waves incident to 
the binary filter have the phase difference of just 2J[N (N is an integer) about 
the x axis at the both ends of a plane element, (2J[N) • m becomes independent 
of relative change in the phase. Accordingly, we determine as uod/i = N. At that 
time, bmn and pmn become 

(17) 

being solely determined. This has an significant meaning when realizing a binary 
filter, making it comprehensible that the amplitude component amI! on each element 
at the diffraction plane should be its breadth bmn and its phase component qJmn 

be taken as 2J[N times pmn, the shift from the cell center to element center. In 
order. to design so as the cell center in each element on the diffraction plane 
not to shift its position to hit a neighbor cell at its edge, it had better to 
determine as N= 1 for higher degree of freedom. 

To realize the differential filter S (x, y) = sx necessary for the present study 
by utilizing the principle mentioned above, filter of slxl is enough to realize 
qJmn = 0 for x ~ 0 and qJmn = J[ for x < 0, so that it is sufficient so as to satisfy: 

bmn = slxmnl 

P mn = 0, qJ mn = 0 

Pmn = 1/2, qJmn = J[ 

x~o 

x<o 
} (18) 

provided that n is constant. Accordingly the differential filter can be realized by 
shifting the phase by J[ on left and right sides. 

Incidentally, the following approximation formulae were premised to realize 
this binary filter: 
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sine{bmndb(u'+uo)} ~ const. 

sine(v'db) ~ const. 

exp(ju'pmndb) ~ 1 

That is, these must hald true. 

3. Simulation of a Simple Case and Its Application 

} (19) 

First af all, we cansider abaut sinc{bmndb(u'+uO)} ~ const. Fram Uodb=N= 1, 
behaviar af sine {bmnCl +du')} eventually became a prablem. Because nat anly the 
sine functian slawly varies, but also. the range af u' is lu'l ~ l'/2 as mentianed 
befare and db = 1/[' fram Eq. ( 6 ), it is faund sufficient to' verify 
sinc{bmn(I±I/2) ~ const .. Therefare, if bmn=O.4 for instance, the ratio. af cantrast 
at the center af the image vs. that af the bath ends becames 

I {sin(O.47Z-)/O.47Z"} - {sin(0.27Z")/0.27Z"} I / I {sin(O.47Z")/O.47Z"} 
+ {sin(0.27Z")/0.2} I ::;: 0.6 

and the cantrast difference to' this extent is no. prablem when judging whether 
this abject is white ar black. Because similar discussian can apply to' sine(v'db) , 
tao., we cansider exp(ju'Pmndb) next. Of caurse, the term af exp appraaches 0 
near the center af u'= 0, but pmn takes a small value also. at bath ends af the 
image, sa we can regard as exp(jPmn/2) ~ 1 . Because af the abave, it is nearly 
passible to' design the differential filter by means af the binary filter. 

Besides, Eq. (18) was a functianal farmula af the binary filter having functian 
af the first differential aperatian, whereas in arder to' realize that having functian 
af the secand differential aperatian, we require the fallawing functianal farmula 6) : 

(20) 

Evaluation and Conclusion 

Figure 4 (a) and (b) shaw the transmittance distributian "F" af an abject and 
its secand differential image, respectively. As will be evident in camparisan between 
this result and the first differential image shawn in Figure 5, it is faund that 
twa sharp edges are lacated in parallel in the secand differential image. That is, 
we can regard that the secand differentiatian was perfarmed. 

Here, Figure 5 is the result (autput) that was abtained when an actual 
phatagraphic data (input) was passed thraugh an' experimentally fabricated 
differentiatian filter in the u, v directian simultaneausly, indicating that the dauble 
differentiatian was effectively executed. Accordingly, it was made clear 'that the 
digital pracessing cauld. also. be filtered in tW? dimensians. 



Figure 4 Object with a letter of "F" image (center) and 
optically secondary differentiated images (both sides) 
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Figure 5 Principle of image differnciations 
(a) Object (b) first differenciation (c) second differenciation 
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Figure 6 Application of general image Cleft) and 
secondary differentiated image (right) 
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